USAGES UNDER THE 'ANCIEN RfiGIME'
purchaser without compensation, and since there were no funds
for providing compensation, it became in point of fact irrevocable,
and in time hereditary. In return for a payment the holder was
allowed to 'resign* his office, at the same time nominating his
successor. It was originally stipulated that he should resign at
least forty days before his death, but the edict of 1602 granted a
'dispensation from the forty days' in return for an 'annual charge'
of a sixtieth part of the price of the office.
JUSAGES    UNDER    THE    'ANGIEN    REGIME*
By this time three fundamental practices of the ancien regime
had become established:
In the first place, though the salary attaching to office was small,
the * officers'9* or office-holders, made the public pay them, the
judges receiving an obligatory present from the parties to suits,
which continued to be known as 'des Apices' (spices), but was in-
reality a sum of money.
In the second place, when an ancient institution no longer
appeared to meet the requirements of modern times, the Govern-
ment did not reform it, but kept it in existence, while at the same
time creating a fresh institution with a fresh staff. Thus in course
of centuries a complicated system grew up, formed of several
superimposed strata of institutions created at various periods and
based upon different conceptions of government.
Thirdly, the class of persons discharging public functions was
recruited by an abnormal process, the sale of offices, which was
an inducement to the Government to increase the number of its
agents not in accordance with the requirements of the services,
but in order to obtain money. Thus it came to create an abnormal
number of officials recruited among the portion of the nation
possessing wealth. The qffider holding an office had become the
owner of it in virtue of his right of purchase or inheritance, and
no longer felt himself dependent upon a higher power. The king
had sold his authority piecemeal to the bourgeoisie, and France
was left burdened with functionaries who no longer felt it
incumbent upon them even to discharge their functions.
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